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VICTORIA + ALBERT BATHS INTRODUCES   

NEW EDGE COLLECTION 
 

British brand Victoria + Albert Baths is delighted to unveil its new cubic style Edge Bath 

and Edge 45 Vessel Basin.  

 

Building on the success of the compact IOS bath, the Edge series boasts a striking, 

linear form with softly contoured corners. Ultra compact at 1495mm in length, the Edge 

Bath is designed to provide deep, double ended luxury in a compact size. 

 

The Edge Bath is beautifully complemented with the Edge Vessel Basin, the most 

compact basin Victoria + Albert has produced to date. Designed specifically for ‘his and 

her’ configurations and compact cloakroom settings, the Edge Vessel Basin is 450mm in 

length. 

 

The Edge Bath and Basin are made from single pieces of 100% QUARRYCAST®; a  

naturally white material rich in volcanic limestone that is hand finished by craftsmen and 

beautifully warm to the touch.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Edge Bath and Edge 45 Vessel Basin 



Notes to Editors 

 Victoria + Albert Baths is a British brand with a worldwide reputation for creating 

beautiful freestanding contemporary and traditional baths and basins. The 

company has offices across the globe, including the UK, Europe, North America 

and Australia.  

 Edge Bath dimensions are: Length 1495mm / Width 803mm / Height 600mm / 

Internal Depth 475mm 

 Edge Vessel Basin dimensions are: Length 450mm / Width 322mm / Height 

110mm / Internal Depth 78mm 

 QUARRYCAST® is a stone-rich alternative to both cast iron and acrylic. It is 

100% naturally white and hand finished. 

 For the first time, Victoria + Albert Baths will be exhibiting at the International 

Bathroom Exhibition, i Salone, Milan this April (Hall 22, stand 30). 

 To see Victoria + Albert’s complete collection visit: www.vandabaths.com 
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Helen Horten-Smith or Gemma Kaiser at Hillgate PR on 020 7384 2476 or  
helen.horten-smith@hillgatepr.co.uk / gemma.kaiser@hillgatepr.co.uk  
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